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someone
was in the pod.
the tracks go
off in this
direction.

the next day.

“…droids!”
look
sir…

we stopped.
wake up! wake up!

BAM

!

tatooine desert.
lars homestead.

luke, tell
uncle if he gets
a translator, be
sure it speaks
bocce.

it looks
like we don’t
have much of
a choice...

luke!

“ …but i’ll
remind him.”

of course
i can speak bocce,
sir. it’s like a second
language for me.

i’ll take
this one
too.

you can
call me
luke.

is there
anything i might
do to help?

i am c-3po,
human-cyborg
relations. and that
is my counterpart,
r2-d2.

not unless
you can alter
time, speed up
the harvest, or
teleport me off
this rock!

hello.

i don’t
think so,
sir.

luke, take
these two over to
the garage, i want you
to have both of them
cleaned up before
dinner.

you got a
lot of carbon
scoring here.
it looks like
you boys have
seen a lot of
action.
but
i was going into
tosche station to
pick up some power
converters…

you can waste
time with your
friends when
your chores
are done.

all right,
come on.

you got
something
jammed in here
real good…
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lars homestead,
garage area. later.

it just
isn’t fair. biggs
is right. i’m never
gonna get out
of here!

BZZZ

help me,
obi-wan kenobi.
you’re my only
hope.
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R2-D2

who is
she?

™

A loyal droid and skilled
starship mechanic, R2-D2
witnesses some of the
galaxy’s greatest battles
as he serves alongside
legendary pilots and rebels.

is there
more to this
recording?

!

he says he’s
the property
of obi-wan kenobi,
a resident of these
parts. and it’s a
private message
for him.

quite
frankly, sir,
i don’t know what
he’s talking
about.
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Want to get the
whole story?

Read the Star Wars:
obi-wan kenobi…
i wonder if he means
old ben kenobi…
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help me,
obi-wan kenobi.
you’re my only
hope.
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